Terms and condition for submitting quotation.
1

The supplier/manufacturer should carefully place the quotation of the items/apparatus which they
can supply reliably and in due time. Unnecessary quoting of items which they will be unable to
supply at later stage at the time of issuing supply order could results in penalty or as decided by the
concerned College authority and can also leads to cancelling of purchase order of the same.

2

The supplier/manufacturer can quote for any or all of the annexure. However, Quotation should be
submitted separately for each annexure. In the quotation our notification reference number should be
mentioned separately for each of the quotation as mentioned in the corresponding annexure.

3

The quotation must contain a valid supplier reference number and date. The validity of the quotation
should be at least 45 days. The supplier quotation number should be separate corresponding to each
annexure they quote.

4

The quotation should contain detail specification of the items as and whenever expected with brand
name, details accessories provided etc. Wherever quotation for a complete set is requested should
imply including the accessories needed for the experiment. The price of all/part accessories which are
not included in main set/unit should be mentioned separately along with specification.

5

It should be noted that no advance payments in any form for supplying the materials will be made to
the competent supplier quoting the lowest price and to whom the purchase/supply order will be
issued. The payment will only be made after satisfactory delivery of items in good condition and after
checking, installation & demo etc, (as and wherever required). If however any supplier needs any
advance payment it should be exclusively mentioned in their quotation and for this if or when
payment is to be made a valid documents and receipts should be provided or handed over at the time
of receiving the advance payments to concerned authority.

6

It should be noted that no payment will be made towards packing, freight, forwarding, handling and
transportation to F.O.R destination Govt. Degree College, Dhamanagar. So it only
CST/VAT/surcharges (if any) as applied will be applicable only on the actual quoted items. The
CST/VAT/Surcharges etc. should be separately mentioned in the quotation. If supplier needs to add
the transportation charges (if any) it should be mentioned separately as a percentage of actual value
(e.g. say x%). For comparison the price/cost of items as required then will be calculated/ considered
by adding actual values and other charges like transportation if any [excluding only the taxes
(CST/VAT/SURCHARGES etc.).]

7

It should be noted that the items quoted with specification should matches with the actual items they
supply. If at the time of checking, delivery it is found that the items quality and specification differs
from what asked for, it will be rejected then and thereby and the payment will not be made.

8

Supplier should provide their TIN/VAT/CST etc. registration no. in the quotation.

The supplier/manufacturer or alike whoever be submitting quotations should
comply with the above terms and conditions and thus submitting a quotation
would imply their agreement on the same.

QUOTATION FOR DEPT. OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Annexure—A
NO.F.10(2)-DGC/DMR/UGC/2014(A)

Dated: The 20th Feb 2015
Manufacturer/Model

Serial No.

Instrument
Ab Roller/Ab Slimmer

1003/Bhaseen

Squat Stand

B18A/Bhaseen

Grip Dynamometer

87-Spring grip with meter

Incline/Decline Olympic Bench with Squat

VF-1006

Stationary Cycle/Body Fuel Exercycle
Speedometer

F119

Yoga Mat

72"X 24"PVC Material

Weightlifting Bar

Cosco Olympic Bar (7ft. Steel Rod,50
mm inner diameter)

01
02
03
04

05
06

07

Rubber weight plate with metal insert (10 kg & 05 Cosco
Kgs)
08

Gym Ball/Swiss Ball(65 cm)

HRS

09

Satranji for Yoga Hall(30 fts/20ft)
10

Medicine Ball

Bhaseen

Drum

Local comp.

11
12
13
14

Strarting Block
Portable gaol post (5ft x 3 ft)
Spirometer

15

Skinfol Caliper
16
17

Sphygmomanometer

N.B : Clearly mention specification, constituents, manufacturer, etc for each and every items

